Engage and Pathway

Keep your players
connected with a
new level of gaming
experience.
Engage is an innovative and unique player engagement tool,
offering players an enhanced gaming experience through
promotions, games and more.
Available in New South Wales and Victoria.

Each Engage enabled machine allows
you to customise key interactive
components to get the right
information to your players.
Engage is an innovative and unique player engagement tool, offering players an enhanced gaming
experience. Engage is the combination of Pathway, the in-machine touch screen, and the Engage
application. Together, this creates a functionally rich, venue operated, player engagement tool.
Having the ability to design and launch targeted media to each gaming machine, Engage will allow you
to build strong relationships with your members whilst being less intrusive.
The presentation of Engage graphics enhances your venue branding, replicating its appearance,
maintaining a coherent look as well as enabling seasonal changes to keep players informed on
entertainment, food and beverage offerings and promotions.
With a multitude of features operating through Engage, expanding your customer’s experience has
never been easier. It enables an attendant paging service, BreakAway feature (if the player needs to step
away for a moment) and the ability to view bonus points if your venue has CARD IT functionality.
Create multi-channel content that allows separate imagery for each member tier level as well as for
uncarded play. Having multiple languages also helps address communication barriers that some players
may experience, a customisable feature that Engage includes. Finally, games on Engage are flash
enabled and allow for interactive content to award prizes, celebrate a member’s birthday or display
important and engaging content for your venue.

Interactive Pathway screens allow for an
engaging player experience.

Themed custom skins

Venue information

Advertise promotions/events

Member group streaming

Multi lingual Pathway

Extensive game library

Get the most out of Engage.

Self-manage and schedule
your customised streaming
content ahead of time.

Provide more entertainment
for players with an extensive
range of promotional games1.

Ongoing service and
support.

Enhanced training tailored
to your venue.

A complete management
solution for Pathway and the
new KIOSK.

Create multi-channel
content that allows
separate imagery for each
member tier level as well
as for uncarded play.

Engage provides a range of
potential benefits to venues.
Venues can browse, preview and download media content such as games, themes and
advertisements to the Pathway units. Engage allows venues to create targeted advertising to
provide the right information to the right players at the right time. Additional Engage features
include2;

BreakAway
Players can utilise their membership card to lock and reserve their machine of choice.

Links on Pathway3
Players can view link levels their machine is contributing to on the Pathway panel. Links on
Pathway is available on mystery progressive links connected to a venue-wide jackpot system.

1 Pathway games are not available in Victoria.
2 Available in NSW only.
3 Only available with Paltronics.

Interested?
Contact us to learn how MAX and Engage and
Pathway can take your venue success to another level.
thenewmax@tabcorp.com.au
www.max.com.au
/maxcomau
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